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THE 10+1 STRENGTHS OF THE ZHERO SYSTEM

1

SALT BATTERY

THERE ARE
DIFFERENT WAYS
TO MAKE
THE DIFFERENCE

The salt used in our batteries is collected naturally. The process involves the drying of salt throught
evaporation of sea water in tanks. With the use of salt batteries, UNE entrust itself only to natural processes
in total respect for the environment. Being the Zhero system and all its components 100% green and
recyclable, the battery does not re-entry in the category of special waste, so it is enough bringing it to the
landfill where it will be considered as a normal electronic waste.
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ZERO MEMORY EFFECT AND UNUSABLE FOR MONTHS

The memory effect of the battery can occur when the battery is repeatedly charged before the stored
energy is exhausted. This, in turn, will cause the battery to "memorize" the reduced life cycle. During the
next use of the battery, you will notice a significant decrease in battery life. The Zhero system excludes this
effect and can remain unused for months without suffering damage.
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MORE POWER IN YOUR HOME

The Zhero system has been designed to be able to install up to 12 kwp of photovoltaic panels without
changing the single-phase meter of the house. This will allow you to have more energy to store during the
winter months.
More energy = More independence
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DESIGNED TO LAST 20 YEARS

The Zhero system is built with the highest quality materials and has a life expectancy of 20 years.
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100 % SAFE

The prestigious safety certification company UL LLC has conducted a test for the evaluation of the
thermal propagation of fires in the Energy Storage Systems of the batteries. It has been concluded that
our technology does not present any risk of fire, explosion or toxic gas emissions. For this reason, we
guarantee it for life in relation to such risks.
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MAINTENANCE-FREE

The Zhero system does not require maintenance and you have the possibility to always receive assistance
even remotely thanks to the Mobile App for vision and management of the system.
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SILENT

The Zhero system is designed to be installed everywhere without creating nuisances or boring noises for
both people and animals. Its value is <28 DB.
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BACK-UP MODE

Unlike the other storage systems currently in use during a blackout, Zhero turns itself off for a few
milliseconds, then resumes its normal operation in order to ensure users a constant use of the power
grid. The system is able to work continuously generating energy, thanks to the use of both photovoltaic
panels and batteries.
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WORKING AT EXTREME TEMPERATURES

The Zhero system is designed to ensure high performance both in domestic environments and in geographical
contexts considered inadequate as in high mountains and desert. The autonomous management of the
flow and destination of the energy produced are combined with maximum safety, absence of waste,
optimization of consumption and operation even at very low temperatures. (-10 C/ +40 C)
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100% ITALIAN

UNE is an italian company. Its Zhero system and all its components are certified and patented products
of Italian origin.
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10+1

NETWORK OF UNE CERTIFIED PARTNERS

UNE has the task of training its partners so that they can best manage the installation of the Zhero system.
At the and of the course, they are prepared to satisfy any need, in order to ensure customers safety and
serenity.
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